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The preceding letter by Curran and Kolakofsky raises
interesting issues with regard to the mechanism by which
NNS RNA viruses copy their genomes. Experiments performed
30 years ago, in which vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) was
exposed to ultra-violet irradiation and the effects on mRNA
synthesis in vitro and in cells examined, revealed a single 3′
entry site for the RdRp with obligatorily sequential transcription
of the genes (Abraham and Banerjee, 1976; Ball, 1977; Ball and
White, 1976). This approach could not discriminate whether
transcription of leader RNA (Le+) was required prior to N
mRNA synthesis, because of the small size of the leader (50-nt)
relative to the N gene (≈1350 nt). Subsequent work in which
transcription reactions were reconstituted in vitro in the
presence of limiting NTPs provided strong support that the
RdRp must initiate all synthesis at the 3′ end of the template
(Emerson, 1982). Thus the start-stop model of sequential
transcription in which RdRp always initiated at position 1
gained wide acceptance. The finding that Le+ interacts with N
protein led to a model in which N controlled the template
activity of RdRp, switching it from transcription to replication
(Blumberg et al., 1981; Vidal and Kolakofsky, 1989). However,
evidence accumulated that is incompatible with the simplest
version of this model:
(i) Obligatorily sequential transcription from the 3′ end
requires that Le+ be synthesized in at least equimolar
quantities to N mRNA. However, VSV polR1, which
contains a single amino acid change in the template
associated N protein, produces less Le+ than N mRNA.
Thus the RdRp can make N mRNA independent of Le+
(Chuang and Perrault, 1997).
(ii) Increasing the concentration of N protein in an respiratory
syncytial virus replicon system demonstrated that irre-
spective of the amount of N protein, the major activity of
the RdRp was mRNA synthesis, and the ratio between the
mRNA synthesis and antigenome was not altered (Fearns
et al., 1997). Thus N is not significantly switching RdRp
activity.
(iii) UV mapping of engineered VSV templates that contained
a 60-nt gene inserted between leader and N, showed that
in cells, the UV sensitivity of the 60-nt mRNA was
independent of the leader. This is inconsistent with
obligatorily sequential transcription of Le+ prior to the
first gene (Whelan and Wertz, 2002).0042-6822/$ - see front matter © 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.virol.2007.11.027(iv) Two functionally distinct RdRp complexes were isolated
from VSV infected cells that initiate synthesis at separate
positions. A transcriptase, comprising P–L and host
factors, initiated at the N gene start. A replicase,
comprising N–P–L, initiated at the 3′ end of the genome
(Qanungo et al., 2004).
A proposed consensus
To reconcile these findings, Curran and Kolakofsky propose
a new model in which evidence for internal initiation of mRNA
synthesis is incorporated. In this model, RdRp always enters at
the extreme 3′ terminus. However, the authors suggest that this
is not always accompanied by initiation and posit three phases
of RNA synthesis. In phase 1, the virion (v) RdRp associates
with specific host factors (EF-1α) that favor vRdRp scanning to
the first gene start. Following this early phase of transcription,
newly synthesized soluble N protein (N°) associates with RdRp
to form a complex that favors initiation at the 3′ end, producing
Le+. In the absence of sufficient N° to drive encapsidation of the
nascent Le+, the RdRp terminates at the end of the leader, scans
3–4 nt to the N gene start and reinitiates. When Le+ synthesis is
coupled to nascent chain encapsidation, replication ensues.
Thus the authors propose that the RdRp accesses N by scanning
from the 3′ end or by synthesis of Le+. It is proposed that the
most significant of these routes is by synthesis of Le+, and that
N° protein facilitates efficient initiation of the RdRp at the 3′
end synthesizing Le+ prior to N mRNA.
Polymerase entry
An assumption made by this model is that polymerase can
only access the template at the 3′ end. The crystal structure of
N-RNA of VSV and of rabies was recently determined
(Albertini et al., 2006; Green et al., 2006). These structures
show that the N-RNA complex must be remodeled to permit
RdRp access to the RNA bases. Critically how this occurs is
unknown, but RdRp engaging the template at the 3′ end and
sequentially displacing N molecules from the template is
favored by Curran and Kolakofsky. Although this is an
attractive model, the RdRp may also locally remodel the N-
RNA template around the N start (located at position 51 for
VSV) to gain access to the template or displace many molecules
of N simultaneously and gain access to the first gene start. The
N-RNA template does not appear to be uniform along its entire
length. In experiments in which the chemical reactivity of RNA
bases within VSV nucleocapsids was explored, G47 was found
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nt, G38 was not (Iseni et al., 2000). Intriguingly G47 is in close
proximity to the N start site (position 51) and adjacent residues
have been shown to impact the efficiency with which
polymerase can engage in mRNA synthesis (Whelan and
Wertz, 1999). Similar probing of Sendai virus (SeV) RNP's also
found that the RNA bases are not equally reactive (Iseni et al.,
2002). In addition, electron microscopy experiments have
indicated that the SeV template exists in four distinct states
within the cell (Egelman et al., 1989). These observations show
that the N-RNA template is not uniform along its entire length,
and exists in a number of dynamic states which may have
important functional consequences for how the RdRp recog-
nizes the template and initiates mRNA synthesis. To date no
structural data exist for NNS RNA virus RdRps; however, the
active site of most RdRps is typically enclosed (van Dijk et al.,
2004). Was the active site of an NNS RNA virus RdRp
enclosed, end threading of template appears to be a simple
model by which the enzyme gains access to the template.
However, many RdRps with enclosed active sites can recognize
and use circular templates (Ranjith-Kumar and Kao, 2006)
and many RNA viruses produce subgenomic RNAs that
require internal RdRp initiation. Thus neither the structure of
the N-RNA nor the anticipated structure of the RdRp are
inconsistent with the possibility of loading of transcriptase at
the first gene start.
A supplemental role for N in transcription?
The model of Curran and Kolakofsky suggests that newly
synthesized N protein helps the RdRp initiate at the 3′ end of the
genome, and this is the most efficient way in which the RdRp
gains access to the first gene start. This attempts to
accommodate findings from a recent report in which a ΔN
SeV was generated (Wiegand et al., 2007). This virus was
unable to efficiently express an eGFP reporter from the genome
without expression of N protein in the infected cell. Expression
of N would permit RNA replication, so to eliminate the
contribution of replication, a region of P required for N protein
interaction was also deleted. This virus also required expression
of supplemental N to visualize eGFP expression. These
observations are provocative, but no direct analysis of the
products of transcription was provided. Thus while N may
increase mRNA synthesis, this is only one possible interpreta-
tion of the data. N may play a role in facilitating the efficient
translation of the mRNA or N expression may be important to
establish the optimal site for replication within the cell.
The experiments of Fig. 1 in the preceding letter are also
offered as support for a potential stimulatory role for N in
transcription. These in vitro experiments were performed by
adding a cytoplasmic extract from cells expressing either P
alone or N and P, to RdRp isolated from cells expressing P and
L. However, what the relative fractions of N°–P, P4, or N in
these extracts are and how they are impacted on mixing with a
cytoplasmic extract from cells expressing P alone are unknown.
Nevertheless, these experiments indicate that an N and P
containing extract can stimulate transcription. To explain this, itis suggested that N interacts with the RdRp favoring initiation at
the 3′ terminus, and that this leads to more efficient transcription
in a scanning independent manner. However, such stimulation
should therefore be independent of supplemental P and under
the model proposed should lead to more efficient Le+ synthesis.
These events have not yet been measured.
In our hands, a recombinant VSV RdRp, comprising P and L
that was expressed and purified from insect cells, makes both
Le+ and N mRNA in vitro without the need for supplemental N
protein (Li et al., 2008). In addition, we previously found that
VSV synthesizes Le+ and N mRNA even when cells are
infected in the presence of cycloheximide (Whelan and Wertz,
2002). These in vitro and in cell observations demonstrate that
N protein synthesis is not required for efficient 3′ end initiation.
It is not clear how our RdRp purified from insect cells relates to
the EF1α containing complex described by the laboratory of
Amiya Banerjee (Qanungo et al., 2004), and we have not
examined how N° changes the products made by this RdRp.
However, according to the model, N° should favor polymerase
initiation at the 3′ end and lead to a stimulation of mRNA
synthesis. Determination of any such potential stimulatory role
for N in transcription will require a systematic analysis of each
of the products of RNA synthesis as well as the characterization
of the enzymes used to synthesize them.
Polymerase scanning
Previously, Gail Wertz and I showed that (i) the UV
sensitivity of Le+ could be manipulated by engineering the
primary sequence of leader, and (ii) the leader had no impact
on the sensitivity of the first mRNA in cells but did so in vitro
(Whelan and Wertz, 2002). We concluded that the RdRp can
initiate internally and suggested that the RdRp could gain direct
access to the first gene start site or that it may scan from the 3′
end of the genome. To account for the distinction between our
observations in cells and in vitro, we suggested that the host cell
environment, the low pH transition that occurs during the entry
process and/or the availability of M protein may play a role in
explaining these differences. In an earlier review, it was
suggested that RdRp scanning of the template might also be
distinct in vitro and in vivo (Kolakofsky et al., 2004). As a
concept, “scanning” or “sampling” of the template in a manner
akin to that employed by ribosomes to select initiation sites is
attractive, and evidence has slowly accumulated that is
consistent with the ability of the RdRp to scan. In the currently
revised model, N° protein association with the RdRp favors a
leader dependent mode of RdRp initiation at the first gene start,
over a scanning mode for the RdRp to access the gene start.
However, N° availability cannot be the explanation for the
different UV sensitivities observed in vitro versus in cells, as
our in cell experiments were performed in the presence of
cycloheximide which should inhibit any viral protein synthesis.
It is also important to emphasize that all the evidence to support
RdRp scanning stems from experiments performed in cells in
which abundant N protein is present, and in quantities sufficient
to support genome replication. Under these conditions, scan-
ning has been proposed to account for RdRp movements of
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presence of N, the RdRp does not continue to frequently scan
from the 3′ end of the template to reach the first gene-start
sequence but does scan hundreds of nts following termination of
an mRNA to encounter a new gene-start element.
Role of the termini
It would seem critical to not only understand how RdRps
gain access to the first gene start, but also what happens to RdRp
on termination of Le+. Curran and Kolakofsky propose that
such RdRps scan to initiate at the first gene-start sequence, and
that this is the most efficient way to access this gene start. This
raises the question of what happens when such RdRps fail to
initiate at the first gene start. This was recently tested in the
context of infectious VSV containing a 60-nt gene inserted
between leader and N (Wang et al., 2007). Within this context,
mutation of position 8 of the 60-nt gene-start sequence from U
to C resulted in no detectable products from the 60-nt gene, and
a reduction in N mRNA synthesis in vitro. In the proposed
model, the RdRp would access this start by scanning to initiate
in response to the perfect gene-start element which is located
110-nt from the 3′ end of the genome. However, when the VSV
RdRp encounters a promoter element that does not signal
mRNA synthesis, such as that provided by the complement of
the genomic trailer region (TrC), the polymerase does not
appear to be able to scan a similar distance to use an internally
located gene-start element. Particularly striking are observations
on a defective interfering (DI) particle, termed DI-LT2 having
the genomic arrangement 3′ TrC-Le-N-P-M-G-Tr 5′. Although
the N gene start is positioned 120-nt away from the 3′ terminus,
this genome does not serve as template for mRNA synthesis
either in cells or in vitro (Isaac and Keene, 1982; Keene et al.,
1981). This suggests that the leader promoter essential for
mRNA synthesis must be located at the 3′ end of the genome to
provide critical signals during recruitment of an RdRp that can
make mRNA. These signals may serve to direct the RdRp to
initiate internally, at the first gene start and in the absence of a
suitable initiation sequence; such RdRp molecules may then be
free to scan the template.
Space does not permit a detailed discussion of the cis-acting
regulatory signals provided by the promoters and how these can
influence the activity of the RdRp. However, in experiments in
which the genomic 3′ terminus of SeV was duplicated, or a
nonviral extension was added to the 3′ end of the RNA, the
RdRp was shown to efficiently utilize the internal promoter
provided that its hexamer phasing with regard N protein was
maintained (Vulliemoz and Roux, 2001, 2002). These studies
concluded that the SeV RdRp was directly entering at this
internal promoter. The promoter of SeV contains an essential
internal element present at nucleotides 79–96 of the SeV
genomic and antigenomic RNAs which corresponds to N
protein subunits 14–16 from the 3′ end (Tapparel et al., 1998).
The spacing of this internal element relative to the genome end
affects promoter function providing further support that the
RdRp is impacted and can respond to sequences located distant
to the 3′ terminus.In summary, the letter from Curran and Kolakofsky raises
many stimulating questions about the mechanism of RNA
synthesis in cells infected with NNS RNA viruses. These
viruses include some of the most significant human animal and
plant pathogens and a detailed understanding of how they
express their genes is not just of intellectual curiosity, but holds
the promise of informing strategies for antiviral intervention. It
seems that new approaches to study this problem in mechanistic
detail are required, so that we might understand the fate of
single polymerase molecules during the process of RNA
synthesis, along with a detailed structure–function analysis of
the polymerase complex including the role of the N-RNA
template. Such details are likely to emerge from the ongoing
studies of prototypes of these viruses, for which good progress
has been made in generating robust tractable in vitro systems.
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